WANNACRY 2.0
WannaShift to Monero
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Intro
In March and May 2017 thousands of PC worldwide were infected by the
ransomware known as Wannacry. In particular the second wave, known as
Wannacry 2.0, infected thousands of machines worldwide including hospitals and
enterprises. A bitcoin payment was asked to decrypt the files: on August 3rd, the
Wannacry group started moving the funds.
Analysis
Three bitcoin addresses were identified as belonging to the Wannacry 2.0 used to
receive the ransom payments:
- 13AM4VW2dhxYgXeQepoHkHSQuy6NgaEb94
- 115p7UMMngoj1pMvkpHijcRdfJNXj6LrLn
- 12t9YDPgwueZ9NyMgw519p7AA8isjr6SMw
A total of 333 incoming transactions for a total of almost 51.93 BTC was collected.
On 03/08, h. 3:06 UCT, a first outgoing transaction was registered on the blockchain.
The transaction moved 8.73 BTC; the wallet was emptied in a few hours in five
additional transactions.
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Analyzing the chain, we identified the destination of part of this funds as Shapeshift,
the same service provider the author of Wannacry 1.0 used to move those bitcoins.
Shown below the graphical representation of the transaction scheme.
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Graphical representation of the Wannacry 2.0 transactions1

As we can see in the graph, so far there are eight transactions that move funds to
Shapeshift.
Transactions to the ShapeShift wallet in chronological order
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The wallet at the top is the Wannacry 2.0 one, the one at the bottom is belonging to Shapeshift.
The blue arrows are representing the outgoing transactions, the orange ones the transactions change.
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There are similarities between these cryptocurrency swap activities and the one we
observed for Wannacry 1.0:
- In both cases the authors used Shapeshift to swap Bitcoins into Monero, XRM;
- Wannacry 1.0 swapped bitcoin sending them to one single Monero address in
4 different transactions, the same is true for Wannacry 2.0: the 8 transactions
registered so far were sending the total amount of 13.53 bitcoins, about 820,8
XMR, to the following Monero address:
46jECbnrkJTUks7Fg5YtwShdUCiwUwEEZJtJBhKLK4GBWfBX7PLrYBuWR9zhzos5uQ1u
XGUgFpGCSBR5o651pL5ERxmwqHu
- According to the behavior of the two cases, we consider plausible that the
same group of people is laundering the bitcoins collected with the two
Wannacry campaign.
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Neutrino S.r.l. An innovative startup founded in 2016 by a team with over ten years’
experience in cyber security: a cyberlab dedicated to the research of innovative
solutions to the new and complex challenges facing the security sector.

P-Flow, the first project developed by Neutrino, provides actionable insight on the
blockchain and bitcoin network, offering to all of those interested in virtual
currency, information which would otherwise not be accessible.
DISCLAIMER:
Please consider that the information contained into this report are confidential and
are not intended for public disclosure, unless authorized or on a specific act from
Neutrino representative.
Neutrino does not represent the information as being all-inclusive or to contain all
information that may be desirable and Neutrino is making no representations or
warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information, and that Neutrino will have no liability with respect to any use or
reliance upon any of the information.

For more information: info@neutrino.nu
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